In the representation of scattered data by smooth pp (:= piecewise polynomial) functions, perhaps the most important problem is to nd an optimal triangulation of the given sample sites (called vertices). Of course the notion of optimality depends on the desirable properties in the approximation or modeling problems. In this paper, we are concerned with optimal approximation order with respect to the given order r of smoothness and degree k of the polynomial pieces of the smooth pp functions. We will only consider C 1 pp approximation with r = 1 and k = 4. The main result in this paper is an e cient method for triangulating any nitely many arbitrarily scattered sample sites, such that these sample sites are the only vertices of the triangulation, and that for any discrete data given at these sample sites, there is a C 1 piecewise quartic polynomial on this triangulation that interpolates the given data with the fth order of approximation. AMS(MOS) Subject classi cations (1991): Primary 41A25, 41A63; Secondary 41A05, 41A15, 65D07.
Introduction
Among the many methods for scattered data interpolation (approximation) on a polygonal domain (see 5]), a class of methods is based on triangulating with the sample sites as the only vertices of the triangulation. A collection = f i g N i=1 of triangles i in IR 2 is called a triangulation of a nite set V of sample sites v i , if (i) the vertices of the triangles are precisely the sample sites v i , (ii) the union := N S i=1 i is a connected set, and (iii) the intersection of any two adjacent triangles in is either a common vertex or a common edge. We will call V the vertex set of the triangulation . In the study of pp (:= piecewise polynomial) functions on a triangulation , the notation S r k ( ) is used to denote the subspace of C r ( ) of all pp functions with total degree k and with grid lines given by the edges of .
In general, a vertex set V has many di erent triangulations. One of the most important problems in the representation of scattered data de ned on V by C r pp functions is to nd an \optimal triangulation" of V , and by this we mean that (i) the set V of sample sites is the same as the set of vertices of the triangulation, and (ii) the space of pp functions with degree k and smoothness order r on this triangulation achieves the highest order of approximation. This order, of course, cannot exceed k + 1. We only study C 1 piecewise quartic polynomial approximation, with r = 1 and k = 4. For any nitely many arbitrarily scattered sample sites in IR 2 , we have an e cient algorithm for constructing a triangulation with these sample sites as the only vertices such that a C 1 piecewise quartic polynomial interpolation scheme on this triangulation can be formulated to interpolate any given data on these sample sites with the highest (or fth) order of approximation. To demonstrate the nontriviality of this problem, let us consider a nite rectangular block of uniformly spaced lattice points. It is well-known that with the 3-directional mesh (1) (as shown in Fig. 1 (a) ), the spline space S 1 4 ( (1) ) only admits the 4th order of approximation (cf. 2]), while we will show in this paper that the new triangulation b (as shown in Fig. 1 (b) ), obtained by applying our algorithm, guarantees the 5th order of approximation from S 1 4 ( b ). This paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we give a brief review of the B-net representation of pp functions and introduce the notion of type-O triangulations, where \O" stands for optimal order of approximation. In Section 3, we construct a locally supported basis for the space S 1 4 ( ) over any type-O triangulation . In Section 4, we give an interpolation scheme from the space S 1 4 ( ) over any type-O triangulation that provides the optimal (or 5th) order of approximation. Based on edge-swapping, an e cient algorithm for constructing a type-O triangulation of an arbitrary nite vertex set, so that the 5th order of approximation from S 1 4 ( ) is achieved, will be discussed in the nal section of this paper.
Preliminaries and Statement of Main Results
The B-net representations of pp functions will play an important role in our discussion. For completeness, we give a very brief review of such representations. More details can be found in the spline literature, such as 3]. 
( ).
This theorem is a consequence of Theorem 4 to be established in Section 4. The second main result of this paper is that any arbitrary nite vertex set, with the exception of one-dimensional set (i.e., those whose vertices lie on a straight line), admits a type-O triangulation. In fact, in Section 5, we will give an algorithm for changing any triangulation to a type-O triangulation simply by edge-swapping, so that no new vertices 5 are introduced.
A Local Basis over any Type-O Triangulation
A subset P of domain points will be called a determining set of the space S r k ( ), if the zero function is the only function in S r k ( ) whose B-net representation vanishes on P. Such a determining set P is called a minimal determining set if there is no determining set with fewer elements. Clearly, P is a determining set for S r k ( ), if and only if the linear map s 7 ! b s j P , de ned on S r k ( ), is one-one; also P is a minimal determining set for S r k ( ), if and only if this one-one linear map is also onto. To construct a local basis of the space S 1 4 ( ) for a type-O triangulation , we choose a minimal determining set P for S 1 4 ( ) so that the B-net coordinates b(x), x 2 X n P, are dependent only upon a very small subset of the B-net coordinates close to the x. This has some important practical advantages. For example, a local perturbation of a data set will only alter the interpolant locally, and a locally supported basis derived from such a determining set will ensure that the space S 1 4 ( ) has the 5th order of approximation.
A minimal determining set P that ensures these properties for a type-O triangulation is constructed as follows.
Step 1. To any even-degree interior vertex u 2 V I with deg(u) 6 , there is a nondegenerate edge u; v] with respect to u, such that v satis es (a), (b), or (c). We put a check-mark on such an edge u; v], and assign the midpoints of all unmarked edges to P.
Step 2. Every vertex u of the triangulation will be assigned a certain triangle u , among all the triangles with u as the common vertex. If u has deg(u) = 4 but is nonsingular, we label its four neighbor vertices u 1 , ; u 4 in the counterclockwise direction in such a way that both sets fu; u 1 ; u 3 g and fu 2 ; u 3 ; u 4 g are noncolinear, and choose u = u; u 1 ; u 2 ].
Otherwise, any triangle attached to u may be assigned to u. Note that u , which has been assigned to u, may be assigned to another neighbor vertex again.
Step 3. If u has deg(u) = 4 but is nonsingular with u = u; v; w], say, then we add the points u and (3u+v)=4 to P. For any other vertex u with u = u; v; w], we add the points (3u + v)=4 and (3u + w)=4 as well as u itself to P.
Step 4. To any vertex u which is not an interior vertex with odd-degree, we add the point (2u + v + w)=4 to P, where again u = u; v; w] is the triangle assigned to u. In addition to the set P as constructed above, we need the following notations. The following result implies that P is a minimal determining set for the space S 1 4 ( ). Proof. We rst prove that P is a determining set. Let us arrange the vertices in an appropriate order and extend b to the B-net coordinates b g of g as follows.
(i) If u is an even-degree interior vertex with deg(u) 6 , then according to Lemma 6 in 1], we can determine the b g values on all of the domain points in D 2 u by using the given values on P.
(ii) Any of the remaining vertices must be a boundary vertex, an odd-degree vertex, or an interior vertex with deg(u) = 4. 
An Interpolation Scheme and Its Approximation Power
Since the minimal determining set P contains the vertex set V , any discrete data set with V as the set of sample sites admits an interpolant from S 1 4 ( ). In this section, we construct an explicit interpolation scheme for S 1 4 ( ), where is a type-O triangulation, and apply this scheme to prove that the space S 1 4 ( ) achieves the 5th order of approximation.
Let (u; z u ), u 2 V , be any discrete data set. For convenience, let us assume that this data set is derived from some continuous function f on = S 2 , i.e., f(u) = z u ; u 2 V:
We will rst construct a pp function g 2 S 0
4 ( ) such that g(u) = f(u); u 2 V:
In the course of our construction, we will show that our g is actually in C 1 , so that g 2 S 1
4 ( ) and is uniquely determined. Since our method is linear, this procedure induces a linear operator T from C( ) to S 1 4 ( ) de ned by
Interpolation Scheme
Step 1. Let s be the pp function in S 0 4 ( ) which interpolates f at all the domain points on . Then it is clear that s(u) = f(u); u 2 V: there is an interpolation scheme from S 1 4 ( ) that yields the 5th order of approximation.
(b) For the four-direction mesh (2) , the space S 1 4 ( (2) ) has the 5th order of approximation, and an interpolation scheme can be used to achieve this optimal approximation order.
Construction of Type-O Triangulations 13
The main result of this paper will be established in this section, namely: to an arbitrary nite set V of sample sites, there is an optimal triangulation b , with the sample sites as its only vertices. Optimality means that S 1 4 ( b ) has the 5th order of approximation. Our main idea is rst to start with any triangulation with the given points in V as its only vertices, and then change to a type-O triangulation b by an edge-swapping process.
Every interior edge e of a triangulation is the diagonal of a quadrilateral Q e which is the union of two triangles of with common edge e. Following For any given set of sample sites, it is clear that with the exception of those that are colinear, there is a triangulation with these sample sites as its only vertices. Let be a triangulation associated with the given set V , and let V O be the set of all type-O vertices in . SetṼ = V n V O : If u 2Ṽ , then u and all its neighbors with nondegenerate edges with respect to u, must be even-degree vertices with deg(u) 6 . We claim that, for every interior vertex u with n := deg(u) 5 , there is a swappable edge e 2 E u , where E u denotes the set of all edges with common vertex u 2 V . Indeed, if the neighbors u i , i = 1; ; n, of u are ordered in the counterclockwise direction, then E, b E I , and b E b in a similar way. In the following, we give a rough estimate on the number of swapping steps required to obtain b from a given . In the Swapping Algorithm, we only swap the edge with at least one even-degree interior vertex u with deg(u) 6 , and that once an edge has been swapped, there are at least 2 even-degree interior vertices u with deg(u) 6 that are changed to odd-degree vertices. Thus, every time we swap an edge, at least 2 evendegree interior vertices with deg(u) 6 do not have to be considered at the later stages of the Swapping Algorithm. Therefore, the number of steps required to perform an edge swapping in the Swapping Algorithm is bounded from above by bL=2c, where L is the number of even-degree interior vertices with deg(u) 6 We call b an optimal triangulation of the nite set V . In comparison with the re nement algorithms, our method has some advantages. First, instead of working on a given triangulation as is usually done, we construct a triangulation with the sample sites as the only vertices and achieve the optimal order of approximation which avoid subdividing the triangles to introduce new vertices (where data values are not available). Second, our Swapping Algorithm is e cient and does not change the dimension of the spline space over the original triangulation.
